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PS452 Course Overview
•

Lectures 1 & 2: Intelligent behaviour in humans

•

Lectures 3 – 6: Intelligent behaviour in machines

•

Lectures 7 – 10: Intelligent behaviour in animals
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Part 2: Intelligent Behaviour in Machines
•

•

Lecture 3: What is Artificial Intelligence?
The science of intelligent machines
•

Computer scientists define intelligence?

•

What are their tools and assumptions?

Lecture 4: Artificial Intelligence landmarks
Famous programs and findings
•

Which programs have defined the field

•

What can they do, what can’t they do?
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Part 2: Intelligent Behaviour in Machines
•

•

Lecture 5: Artificial Intelligence observations, objections
Why have goals not been achieved?
•

Acerbic critics and ardent philosophers

•

The five fundamental barriers to Artificial Intelligence

Lecture 6: Artificial Intelligence – where next?
Beyond traditional approaches
•

Can breaking with tradition move us forwards?
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Lecture 3: What is Artificial Intelligence?
•

•

3.1 Definitions of Artificial Intelligence
•

Process-based definitions

•

Task-based definitions

•

Behaviour-based definitions

•

Why are sound definitions important?

3.2 Cognition as symbol manipulation
•

Symbols and symbol systems

•

How do computers work?

•

Universal Turing Machines

•

The Symbol System Hypothesis
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Lecture 3: What is Artificial Intelligence?
•

•

3.3 Cognition as searching a state space
•

State spaces revisited

•

Pruning the state space intelligently

•

Emulating human state space navigation

3.4 Synthesis
•

The Symbolic Search Space Paradigm
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3.1: Definitions of Artificial Intelligence
•

•

Hard to define concept of Intelligence for humans
•

Behaviour is observed and interpreted

•

But we know that humans are intelligent

•

Disagreement on how it is achieved not if it is achieved

Much harder to define concept of Intelligence for
machines
•

Behaviour is to be created

•

An end product is implied

•

How will we know whether a machine is intelligent?

•

Disagreements on specification and creation methods
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3.1: Definitions of Artificial Intelligence
•

Partridge (1991)
•

”Artificial Intelligence is a terrible name
for any subject to have to live with”

➡ Hard to define Artificial and Intelligence
•

Many diﬀerent categories of attempt
•

Process-based: What cognition is necessary for AI?

•

Task-based: What tasks should AI be able to solve?

•

Behaviour-based: What should AI ‘look’ like?
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Process-Based Definitions
•

Global definition (Schank)
•

AI is the algorithmic study of processes
in every field of enquiry …
•

How is/are
• External events translated to internal representations?
• Information to be represented?
• Inferences to be made?
• Searches to be restricted?
• Memories to be indexed & found quickly?
• Knowledge to be used for predictions?
• Mistakes to be recovered from?
• The system able to learn?
• Generalisations to be made and conclusions drawn
• The known and understood to be probed beyond?
• New information to be created?
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Process-Based Definitions
•

Global definition (Schank) cont.
•

Comprehensive listing of necessary criteria

➡ Ensures all aspects of intelligence will be captured
•

None of the above components sufficient
by themselves, all are necessary

➡ Daunting, where should a researcher start?
•

Human-centric: use the human cognitive toolkit?

➡ Could result in neglect of novel methods?
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Process-Based Definitions
•

Heuristics definition (Minsky)
•

AI is the process of assembling the collection of tricks
and strategies that embody human intelligence

•

Skims the ‘top end’ of human skills

➡ Baseline of intelligence will be neglected
•

Human-centric

➡ Could result in neglect of novel methods?
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Task-Based Definitions
•

Empirical definition (Rich, 1983)
•

AI is the study of how to make computers do
things which, at the moment, people are better

•

No particular procedures implied; process neutral

➡ Open to novel non-human methods for intelligence
•

Target tasks; conversation, shopping, swimming?

➡ Evasion of definition of intelligence causes confusion
•

Potentially a moving definition (not Go any more)

➡ Renders AI as a discipline ad hoc and incoherent
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Task-Based Definitions
•

Highbrow definition (generic)
•

AI is the study of computers doing tasks that would be
considered to require intelligence if a human did them

•

No particular procedures implied; process neutral

➡ Open to novel non-human methods for intelligence
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Task-Based Definitions
•

Highbrow definition (generic) cont.
•

Target tasks; chess, medical diagnosis, maths?

➡ Evasion of intelligence definition causes confusion
•

Skims the ‘top end’ of human skills

•

Partridge (1991): Artificial Intellectualism;
Bad AI paradigms, these detract from the real issues

➡ Baseline of human intelligence will be neglected
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Turing Test definition (Turing, 1950)
•

A machine embodies intelligence
(can think) if it can pass the Turing Test
•

Can a machine think = a meaningless question

•

Replace it with the imitation game
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Turing Test definition (Turing, 1950)
•

A machine embodies intelligence
(can think) if it can pass the Turing Test
•

Interrogator communicates with computer
AND human via Teletype.

•

Interrogator asks questions, decides who is
the machine versus human

•

Computer is ‘trying’ to ‘fool’ interrogator,
human is trying to assist

➡ If computer mistaken for a human 50% of time,
can we deny the machine can think?

➡ Could the machine even be conscious?
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Turing Test definition (Turing, 1950) cont.
•

THIS IS THE ONLY PROPER FORM OF THE TEST

•

Turing (1950):

•

•

Digital computers pass the test by 2000?

•

A learning machine has the best chance?

2015: Claim that test had now been passed was in
error
•

Must follow correct format

•

Free conversation impersonating an adult
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Turing Test definition (Turing, 1950) cont.
•

No clear sub-goals, all or nothing?

•

No role for small-scale projects?

➡ Too stringent/unstructured to be an AI objective
•

Some theoretical objections reduce desirability
of Turing Test as an objective (see Lecture 5)

➡ Not a goal for serious AI researchers
➡ But forces us to think?
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Pragmatic definition (Nilson, 2010)
•

AI is that activity devoted to making machines
intelligent, and intelligence is that quality that
enables an entity to function appropriately and
with foresight in the environment
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Pragmatic definition (Nilson, 2010) cont.
•

Comprehensive accommodation of survival criteria

➡ Ensures all aspects of intelligence will be captured
•

What is appropriate foresight?

➡ Definitional evasion merely shifted.
•

Rats and pigeons can now be intelligent too

➡ Scaled down aspirations are clear
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Behaviour-Based Definitions
•

Hindsight definition (Riesbeck, 1996)
•

AI is the search for answers to the eternal
question: Why are computers so stupid?

➡ Desperation creeping in?
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Why are Sound Definitions Important?
•

Poor definitions make success hard to evaluate
•

Is artificial intelligence a …
•

Miserable failure by misguided fools?

•

Spectacular success by talented thinkers?
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Why are Sound Definitions Important?
•

Poor definitions interfere with scientific process
•

•

What are the appropriate research agenda?
•

Engineering: create working products by any
means necessary, no human mimicry aspirations

•

Cognitive emulation: humans the only example of
intelligent behaviour, use their cognitive methods
•

Strong AI: a properly programmed
computer can support a ‘human’ mind

•

Weak AI: aspects of cognition can be mimicked,
but human mentality cannot be truly recreated

How should scarce research resources be allocated
•

Products now or promises of machine minds later?
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3.2: Cognition as Symbol Manipulation
•

No one thinks that vacuum cleaners think,
so why are computers special?
•

Because computers are symbol manipulators

•

And human brains manipulate symbols too

•

If computers and brains are symbol systems
then they are fundamentally the same?

•

Copeland (1993) and Johnson-Laird (1988)
have good basic discussions

•

Pylyshyn (1980 &1984) has a more advanced discussion
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Symbols and Symbol Systems
•

What is a symbol?
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Symbols and Symbol Systems
•

•

Symbols might …
•

Resemble their counterparts

•

Be arbitrary

Symbols can represent …
•

An object

•

An abstract concept

•

An instruction to perform a task
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Symbols and Symbol Systems
•

Certain types of symbol are components of symbol systems
•

They have grammatical rules

•

Only certain combinations are valid

•

Diﬀerent combinations can change
meanings, some can be nonsensical
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Symbols and Symbol Systems
•

The dog bit the girl
The dog bitten the girl
The girl bit the dog
The girl was bitten by the dog
Dog girl the the bit

• 2x3+2
2 x (3 + 2)
(2 x 3) + 2
23 +x 2
23x + 2
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Symbols and Symbol Systems
•

Symbols systems have the following:
•

A set of symbols

•

Rules for combining symbols (grammar)

•

A set of entities that the symbols stand for

•

A set of processes that relate/translate
symbols to and from entities

•

Humans routinely use symbol systems

•

The basis of digital computer operation is a symbol system
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How Digital Computers Work
•

The binary digits 0 and 1 are extremely useful
•

Can represent a switch (off and on)

•

Can represent any number
2 = 10, 3 = 11, 4 = 100, 7 = 111, 8 = 1000 etc.

•

Can represent letters (c.f. Morse Code; ASCII)

•

As part of a symbol system, strings of binary
digits can represent anything and everything
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How Digital Computers Work
•

Digital computers consist of switches
[over 1,000,000,000 in 2010]

•

Settings of switches = strings of symbols

•

Programs = instructions for manipulating
symbols one step at a time (serially)
•

Symbols can provide simple instructions
for processing other symbols

•

Symbols can be input or retrieved

•

Resulting symbols can be stored, outputted,
or can form new instructions
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How Digital Computers Work
➡ Everything every digital computer does =
manipulation of symbols 1 and 0
➡ All digital computers have this architecture
[von Neumann machines]
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Universal Turing Machines
•

•

A Turing Machine has
•

An infinite tape [stores instruction and input/output]

•

A head which reads and writes symbols

Turing Machine has these operations:
•

Head reads symbols from tape

•

Head can change symbol by overprinting

•

Head can move the tape to a new location

•

Head can change its current state
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Universal Turing Machines
‣

4 symbols and 7 states = Universal Turing Machine (UTM)

➡ Can perform any and every computable function
•

Digital computers can only perform computable functions

➡ A UTM can impersonate any digital computer
➡ Any digital computer can impersonate a UTM
➡ A digital computer can impersonate
any other digital computer
[N.B. many apparently straightforward
functions are not computable]
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Universal Turing Machines
•

Digital computers have superficially diﬀerent
instruction sets (basic operations) but:

➡ Digital computers are fundamentally equivalent

•

•

All can process any computable function

•

All can do everything that all others can do

•

Only diﬀerence is speed and capacity

•

Each is a special case of a Universal Turing Machine

What if human cognition is a computable function?
➡ Then computer universality applies equally to humans
➡ Any/all human cognition can be
implemented on any digital computer
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Universal Turing Machines
•

Important aside
•

•

Digital computers have diﬀerent levels of description
•

Low level machine language; its language of thought
[users never see this]

•

Mid level programming language

•

High level ‘natural’ language

All levels of description are their own symbol systems

➡ Same for humans? Unconscious thought processes
eﬀectively act as symbol systems [brain code?]?
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Physical symbol system: a real-life implementation
of an operational symbol system

•

A digital computer is a physical symbol system

•

A Brain might be a manifestation
of a (low level) physical symbol system
•

Neurones = hardware; switches + wiring

•

Cognition (thought/intelligence) =
manipulation of (low level) symbols
•

N.B. (low level) ‘language of thought’
is not high level natural language
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Weak Symbol System Hypothesis
Symbol System is sufficient but not necessary

•

A physical symbol system is suﬃcient for intelligence,
but an intelligent entity is not necessarily a physical
symbol system

•

Strong Symbol System Hypothesis
Symbol System is necessary and sufficient

•

A physical symbol system is capable of intelligence and
any intelligent entity must be a physical symbol system
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Why is this important?
•

A digital computer is currently the only fully developed
tool available to Artificial Intelligence researchers

•

Fundamental (and fairly well hidden) assumption
of cognitive psychology: human cognition can be
expressed as symbol system operations
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Symbol System Hypothesis = WEAK
A physical symbol system such as a digital computer
can be intelligent, but so can other things too

➡ Artificial Intelligence via digital computer is
possible, but there might be other/better tools
➡ Human brain may be equivalent to a
digital computer, or it may not
➡ Fundamental cognitive psychology
assumptions may or may not be incorrect
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Symbol System Hypothesis = WRONG
A physical symbol system such as a digital computer
can never be intelligent in the way that a human can

➡ Any device that is equivalent to a digital computer
cannot be intelligent, in any way, ever
➡ AI with digital computers = futile, what can
they achieve if true intelligence is not possible?
➡ Most cognitive psychology = simply wrong,
conceptualisation of brain is mistaken
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Symbol System Hypothesis = STRONG
Only/exactly an entity that is a physical symbol system and
fully equivalent to a digital computer can be intelligent

➡ Digital computer = exactly the right tool
for creating intelligent machines
➡ AI and cognition research equivalent
and potentially mutually reinforcing
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Symbol System Hypothesis = STRONG cont.
Only/exactly an entity that is a physical symbol system and
fully equivalent to a digital computer can be intelligent

➡ Human brain is exactly equivalent to
a digital computer running programs
•

Cognitive psychology assumptions correct

•

Cognition is independent of the brain:
Neurophysiology is irrelevant

•

Cognition has multiple realisability: all cognitive
processes can be mimicked on any digital computer

•

Any person can be mimicked on any digital computer
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

This is a genuine hypothesis, open to disproof

•

Many researchers believe it is correct
•

Newell (1990, p113; see also Newell
and Simon, 1972; Newell, 1992):
“... I wish to be explicit that humans are symbol systems”

•

Gardner (1987, p150):
“A physical symbol system is necessary and sufficient to carry
out intelligent actions; and, conversely, any system that exhibits
general intelligence will prove upon analysis to be a physical
symbol system”
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The Symbol System Hypothesis
•

Others are (much) more cautious
•

Pylyshyn (1984, p55):
“The idea that mental processing is computation
is indeed a serious empirical hypothesis”

•

Dreyfus (1993, p174):
“No independent, empirical evidence
exists for [this] assumption”

•

What empirical evidence would be necessary?
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3.3: Cognition as Searching a State Space
•

State Space Approach is prevalent
in problem solving research
•

Mayer (1992):

•

“Problem solving is a sequence of mental processes or
operations performed on information in a subject’s memory”

➡ All problems can be formalised
as states linked by operators
➡ Problem solving = searching a state space
➡ Intelligent behaviour = finding the
shortest solution path to the goal
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State Spaces Revisited
Start
State

State Space Diagram for three-ring
Tower of Hanoi problem

Subgoal
Complete

Goal
State
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State Spaces Revisited
Simplified State
Space Diagram for
the Lions & Lambs
(aka Missionaries &
Cannibals) problem
showing only legal
states in the
standard version

Maxwell J Roberts
www.tubemapcentral.com

Difficult
move
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State Spaces Revisited
•

Heuristics and Algorithms
•

•

•

Algorithm
•

Search strategy that will give a perfect answer

•

Comprehensive search algorithms are impossible

•

Economical search algorithms are largely unknown

Heuristic
•

Search strategy that will give a
reasonable answer most of the time

•

Needed to make complex problems manageable

•

Basis of intelligent human cognition?

Heuristics required for Artificial Intelligence
unless economical algorithms discovered
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State Spaces Revisited
•

Without economical algorithms or clever heuristics,
computer problem solving completely unintelligent

•

Blind Search Methods
•

Breadth First Search
•

•

Expand each node level by level until the
goal is reached or until memory runs out

Depth First Search
•

Expand one node as far down as it will go,

•

Backtrack as necessary

•

Can also start at goal and work back, or

•

Can start at both ends and try to meet in the middle
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State Spaces Revisited
•

Blind Search Methods cont.
•

All methods are:
•

Ineﬃcient

•

Of no use for large problem spaces

•

Nothing like intelligent human behaviour

➡ The state space must be pruned
➡ Blind alleys should be avoided (c.f. chess experts
who ‘know’ which moves not to investigate)
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Pruning the State Space Intelligently
•

Intelligent behaviour =
use of searches better than blind search

•

What heuristics do the best humans use?

•

Will these make a computer intelligent?
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Pruning the State Space Intelligently
•

•

Hill Climbing
•

At each point, take best scoring move

•

Expand as far as possible

Alpha-Beta Pruning
•

•

Expand search farthest for moves with the best scores

Minimaxing
•

For adversarial games

•

Choose moves which will maximise own scores,
and leave options which minimise scores for opponent
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Pruning the State Space Intelligently
•

Diﬃculties with score-based systems
•

Can lead to local highs

•

Long-term benefits of sacrifice
missed if insuﬃcient search

•

Creating a scoring system can be diﬃcult
•

Once determined, easy to program but ...

•

Intelligent human necessary?
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Pruning the State Space Intelligently
•

Means-Ends Analysis
•

Break problem into nested subgoals

•

Solve barriers to each subgoal as new problems

•

Many problems cannot turned into good subgoals
•

Partridge (1991): building a car subgoals?
Car ➔ Engine ➔ Cylinder Block ➔ Piston Rings
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Emulating Human State Space Navigation
•

Typical cognitive emulation methodology
•

Find solution route that humans take

•

Pinpoint strategies (heuristics) using
•

Concurrent protocols

•

Behavioural measures

•

Programme heuristics into computer

‣

Determine whether computer takes
the same solution path as humans

➡ If yes: heuristic correctly identified and implemented
➡ Theory of cognition confirmed
➡ AI goal achieved, computer is intelligent
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Emulating Human State Space Navigation
•

Diﬃculties with cognitive emulation methodology
•

Humans/computers: diﬀerent qualities
•

Same heuristic can give diﬀerent output in humans
(Anzai and Simon, 1979)

•

Humans: isomorphs diﬀerently diﬃcult, not for computers
(Kotovsky et al. 1985)
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Emulating Human State Space Navigation
•

Resolving diﬃculties with cognitive emulation methodology
•

•

Simon invokes problem space
•

Memory constraints

•

Task representation/understanding

•

Additional assumptions and knowledge

Problem space diﬀerences diﬃcult to implement
convincingly (c.f. Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 1990)

➡ Artificial intelligence researchers are not deterred
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3.4: Synthesis
•

Partridge (1991)
•

Symbol System Hypothesis [plausible]
+
State Space Approach [only viable method]
=
Symbolic Search Space Paradigm

•

Prevalent throughout 40 years of Artificial Intelligence

•

No obvious competition for pioneers, shaped the field
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The Symbolic Search Space Paradigm
•

For Artificial Intelligence researchers
•

Symbol systems capable of intelligence,
hence computers can be intelligent

•

Successful navigation of a state space
is the basis for intelligent problem solving

➡ Psychology = search for navigation methods
➡ AI = implementation of navigation methods
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The Symbolic Search Space Paradigm
•

For Cognitive psychologists
•

Digital computers can be intelligent, hence anything
intelligent might be equivalent to a computer

•

Intelligence might be the ability to
navigate a search space successfully

➡ Success of AI tells us whether
these hypotheses are plausible
➡ Task of psychologist becomes to discover the
computer programs run by human brains
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The Symbolic Search Space Paradigm
•

Newell and Simon (1972) are strongly positive
•

Success of AI is evidence of the suﬃciency of the SSSP

•

Success of cognitive psychology in accounting for
intelligent behaviour in terms of a symbol system is
evidence of the necessity of the SSSP

➡ Human mind = equivalent of computational operations
➡ Human intelligence = the equivalent of successful state
space operations
➡ Strong SSH (also Strong AI) fully justified?
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